
Trigger and broadcast alerts to all hosts and
visitors present at your premises, incase of
emergency. Reach all checked-in members

instantly via sms/mail within a few clicks on the
Veris dashboard. 

 

Replace the infection-prone biometric solution with
our facial recognition based clock-ins, ensuring a

zero touch attendance experience while integrating
with your existing HRMS employee management

system.

The AnyTrace platform works because it was designed as
anonymous from the ground up, privacy is ensured. Our

platform is highly scalable allowing us to onboard hundreds
of thousands of locations in minutes, in any country, in any

language. Our platform is redundant, as we support
analogue and digital contract trace registrations.

Add a configurable COVID-19 screening questionnaire to the overall
visitor flow, mapping details such as latest travel history, COVID-19
symptomatic status, and capturing relevant data for every visitor. 

Our contactless solution enables your guest to
check-in via their personal device, scan a QR-code,
enter a virtual visitor lobby and confirm check-in,

creating a 100% touchless visitor experience.

Empower your security teams to screen visitors for
facial mask adherence right at the point of check-in.

Allow the visitor check-in, only when mask
adherence is confirmed by the Veris terminal. 

Ensure that your visitor management process aligns
with WHO-recommended contact tracing. Ensure

easy access to an accurate and detailed record of all
visitors who enter your premises, in real-time. 

Create configurable & creative background images
to your tablet and mobile based visitor application

to educate your visitors about mandatory rules and
recommended COVID-19 safety protocols.

Capture staff temperature and display their
live health and safety status on TV/App/web,

ensuring social distancing with low human
density while raising customer confidence.

ANONYMOUS CONTACT
TRACING APPLICATION

 AT LARGE SCALE

 ANONYMOUS  CONTACT TRACING PLATFORM

“Turn-key solution for enabling
global contact tracing.”
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The Application Programming Interface (API) allows
third-party developers to enable contact tracing into

existing platforms and web applications. A three-
tiered pricing model caters to businesses of any

scale.

LEARN MORE ABOUT
 ANY TRACE

WHY ANY TRACE?
Privacy, hyper-scalability, and redundancy plague

typical contact tracing solutions.  The AnyTrace
platform addresses these issues.

VACCINATION COMPLIANCE REGISTRY

https://youtu.be/wPs3UUlzEUw
http://covidsafetechnology.com/
https://covidsafetechnology.com/how-it-works/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/14/will-vaccines-be-required-to-fly-or-travel-its-likely-say-experts.html

